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Abstract  An off-line signature verification system attempts to authenticate the identity of an individual by 

examining his/her handwritten signature, after it has been successfully extracted from, for example, a cheek, a debit 

or credit card transaction slip, or any other legal document. In this paper a novel off-line signature verification 

system selecting 120 feature points from the geometric center of the signature and compares them with the already 

trained feature points. 
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1. Introduction 

Signature verification is an important research area in 

the field of personal authentication. The recognition of 

human handwriting is important concerning about the 

improvement of the interface between human-beings and 

computers (e.g. [1-8]). If the computer is intelligent enough 

to understand human handwriting it will provide a more 

attractive and economic man-computer interface. In this 

area signature is a special case that provides secure means 

for authentication, attestation authorization in many high 

security environment. The objective of the signature 

verification system is to discriminate between two classes: 

the original and the forgery, which are related to intra and 

interpersonal variability (e.g. [1]). The variation among 

signatures of same person is called Intra Personal Variation. 

The variation between originals and forgeries is called Inter 

Personal Variation. 

Signature verification is so different with the character 

recognition, because signature is often unreadable, and it 

seems it is just an image with some particular curves that 

represent the writing style of the person. Signature is just a 

special case of handwriting and often is just a symbol. So it 

is wisdom and necessary to just deal with a signature as a 

complete image with special distribution of pixels and 

representing a particular writing style and not as a 

collection of letters and words (e.g. [7]). 

A signature verification system and the techniques using 

to solve this problem can be divided into two classes: 

online and off-line (e.g. [9]). In an online system, a 

signature data can be obtained from an electronic tablet and 

in this case, dynamic information about writing activity 

such as speed of writing, pressure applied, numbers of 

strokes are available (e.g. [4,5,6]). In off-line systems, 

signatures written on paper as has been done traditionally 

are converted to electronic form with the help of a camera 

or a scanner and obviously, the dynamic information is not 

available. In general, the dynamic information represents 

the main writing style of a person. Since the volume of 

information available is less, the signature verification 

using off-line techniques is relatively more difficult (e.g. 

[2,3]).  

Our work is concerned with the techniques of off-line 

signature verification. The static information derived in an 

off-line signature verification system may be global, 

structural, geometric or statistical. We concern with offline 

signature verification which is based on geometric center 

and is useful in separating skilled forgeries from the 

originals. The algorithms used have given improved results 

as compared to the previously proposed algorithms based 

on the geometric center. 

2. Feature Extraction 

The geometric features are based on two sets of points in 

2-dimensional plane (e.g. [7]). The vertical splitting of the 

image results sixty feature points (v1,v2,v3,…,v60) and the 

horizontal splitting results sixty feature points 

(h1,h2,h3,…,h60). These feature points are obtained with 

relative to a central geometric point of the image. Here the 

centered image is scanned from left to right and calculate 

the total number of black pixels. Then again from top to 

bottom and calculate the total number of black pixels. Then 

divide the image into two halves w.r.t. the number of black 

pixels by two lines vertically and horizontally which 

intersects at a point called the geometric center. With 

reference to this point we extracted 120 feature points: 60 

vertical and 60 horizontal feature points of each signature 

image. We take 120 feature points based on many test. 

When we increase this number for current image size we 

will have very little sub images that we cannot split it. In 

this case 120 is optimal number for our algorithm. 

2.1. Processing of the Signature 

The geometric features proposed here are based on two 

sets of points in two-dimensional plane. Each set having 

sixty feature points which represent the stroke distribution 

of signature pixels in image. These sixty feature points are 

calculated by Geometric Center. Vertical Splitting and 

Horizontal Splitting are two main steps to retrieve these 
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feature points. Before finding feature points we have to do 

some adjustments to the signature image (e.g. [1]). The 

processing of the signature is discussed below. 

2.2. Moving Signature into the Center of 

Image 

The signature is moved to the center by taking the 

signature image into a fixed calculated frame and the 

unnecessary white spaces are removed without affecting 

the signature image such that the image is in the middle of 

the frame. For this first we divide the whole frame of the 

signature into 10*10 square row-wise and column wise and 

find the variance (signature is considered to be binary and 

consists of only black and white pixels). If a square block 

has a zero variance we remove that square, otherwise 

restore. Thus squares of unnecessary white spaces are 

removed and then the image is restored in the fixed frame 

as shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Captured signature (A) before adjustment and (B) after 

adjustment 

2.3. Feature Points Based on Vertical Splitting 

Sixty feature points are obtained based on vertical 

splitting w.r.t. the central feature point. The procedure for 

finding vertical feature points is given below: 

Algorithm: 

Input: Static signature image after moving it to the 

center of the fixed sized frame. 

Output: Vertical feature points: v1,v2,…,v59,v60. 

The steps are: 

1) Split the image with a vertical line passing through 

the geometric center (v0) which divides the image into two 

halves: Left part and Right part. 

2) Find geometric centers v1 and v2 for left and right 

parts correspondingly. 

3) Split the left and right part with horizontal lines 

through v1 and v2 to divide the two parts into four parts: 

Top-left, Bottom-left and Top-right, Bottom right parts 

from which we obtain v3, v4 and v5, v6. 

4) We again split each part of the image through their 

geometric centers to obtain feature points v7,v8,v9,…, 

v13,v14. 

5) Then we split each of the parts once again to obtain 

all the sixty vertical feature points (as shown in Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Vertical splitting of the signature image 

2.4. Feature Points Based on Horizontal 

Splitting 

Sixty feature points are obtained based on horizontal 

splitting w.r.t. the central feature point. The procedure for 

finding horizontal feature points is given below: 

Algorithm: 

Input: Static signature image after moving it to the 

center of the fixed sized frame. 

Output: Horizontal feature points: h1,h2,…,h59,h60. 

The steps are: 

1) Split the image with a horizontal line passing through 

the geometric center (h0) which divides the image into two 

halves: Top part and Bottom part. 

2) Find geometric centers h1 and h2 for top and bottom 

parts correspondingly. 

3) Split the top and bottom part with vertical lines 

through h1 and h2 to divide the two parts into four parts: 

Left-top, Right-top and Left-bottom, Right bottom parts 

from which we obtain h3, h4 and h5, h6. 

4) We again split each part of the image through their 

geometric centers to obtain feature points h7,h8,h9,..., 

h13,h14. 

5) Then we split each of the parts once again to obtain 

all the sixty vertical feature points. 

3. Classification 

In this paper features are based on geometric properties. 

So we use Euclidean distance model for classification. This 

is the simple distance between a pair of vectors of size n. 

Here vectors are nothing but feature points, so the size of 

vector is 2. How to calculate distance using Euclidean 

distance model is described in the following Section. In 

threshold calculation these distances are useful. 

A. Euclidean distance model 

Let A(a1,a2,…,an) and B(b1,b2,…,bn) are two vectors of 

size n. We can calculate (d) by using equation 1. 
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In our application, vectors are feature points on plane. 

So d is the simple distance between two points. 

4. Threshold 

 

Figure 3. davg (average distance) and s (standard deviation) derivation 

from distances 
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We have calculated individual thresholds for vertical 

splitting and horizontal splitting. Here we proposed one 

method for threshold selection. Figure 3 shows the 

variations in single corresponding feature points of training 

signatures. Let n is the number of training signatures and 

x1,x2,…,xn are corresponding single feature points of 

training signatures (taking one corresponding feature point 

from each signature). Xmedian is the median of n features 

from n signatures. 

Let d1,d2,…,dn are distances defined here, 
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Two main parameters we used in threshold calculation 

are davg and s. Equations 3 and 4 shows the calculation of 

these two parameters. 

  1, 2, ,davg average d d dn    (3) 

   1, 2, ,SD d d dn    (4) 

Like this total sixty different feature points are there for 

both vertical and horizontal splitting based on average 

distance (davg) and standard deviation (s). Equation 5 

shows the main formula for threshold. 
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5. Experiments and Results 

For experiment we took 27 original signatures from each 

person and selected 9 for training. These original 

signatures are taken in different days. Forgeries taken by 

three persons and 9 from each. Total 18 originals and 27 

forgeries for each person signature are going to be tested. 

There are two thresholds (one based on vertical splitting 

and another based on horizontal splitting) for each person 

signature. 

A. Training 

Let n signatures are taking for training from each person. 

There are 120 feature points from each original signature, 

60 are taken by vertical splitting (Section2 B) and 60 are 

taken by horizontal splitting (Section2 C). Individual 

thresholds and patterns are calculating for vertical splitting 

and horizontal splitting. Pattern points based on vertical 

splitting are shown below. 
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Where vi;1,vi;2,…,vi;60 are vertical splitting features of 

i-th training signature sample. Threshold based on vertical 

splitting is shown below. 
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In equation 9 vdavg,i is same as average distance and 

i, is same as standard deviation shown in Section 4. 

Pattern points based on horizontal splitting are shown 

below. 
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Where hi;1,hi;2,…,hi;60 are horizontal splitting features 

of i-th training signature sample. Threshold based on 

horizontal splitting is shown below. 
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We will store pattern points and thresholds of both 

horizontal splitting and vertical splitting. These values are 

useful in testing. 

B. Testing 

When new signature comes for testing we have to 

calculate features of vertical splitting and horizontal 

splitting. Feature points based vertical splitting are 

vnew;1,vnew;2,…,vnew;60. Distances between new 

signature features and pattern feature points based on 

vertical splitting are shown below. 
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For classification of new signature we have to calculate 

vdistance and compare this with vthreshold. If vdistance is 

less than or equal to vthreshold then new signature is 

acceptable by vertical splitting. 
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Feature points based vertical splitting are 

hnew;1,hnew;2,hnew;3,…,hnew;60. Distances between 

new signature features and pattern feature points based on 

vertical splitting are shown below. 
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For classification of new signature we have to 

calculate hdistance and compare this with hthreshold. 

If hdistance is less than or equal to hthreshold then 

new signature is acceptable by horizontal splitting. 
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New signature features have to satisfy both vertical 

splitting and horizontal splitting thresholds. 

C. Results 

False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False Rejection Rate 

(FRR) are the two parameters using for measuring 

performance of any signature verification method. FAR is 

calculated by equation 14 and FRR is calculated by 

equation 15. 

 100
testedforgeriesofnumber

acceptedforgeriesofnumber
FAR   (14) 

 100
testedoriginalsofnumber

rejectedoriginalsofnumber
FAR  (15) 

Table 1. Comparative analysis of FAR 

Forgery 
Type 

Existing 
Scheme 

Proposed Scheme 
with 60 feature point 

Proposed Scheme with 
120 feature point 

Random 20 18 16 

Simple 18 16 14 

Skill 24 20 18 

Table 2. Comparative analysis of FRR 

FALSE REJECTION RATE(FRR) 

Existing Scheme 20 

Proposed Scheme (60 feature point) 18 

Proposed Scheme (120 feature point) 16 

6. Conclusion 

The Algorithm which is based on the 120 feature points 

is more efficient and gives more accurate results than the 

existing Techniques and survives against the skilled 

forgeries. We compared our algorithms with other 

techniques based on feature extraction and techniques 

based on Polar and Cartesian coordinates. But as our 

algorithm takes 120 feature points for threshold 

calculations, a small variation of a signature results in a 

large change in the values of threshold distance from the 

geometric center. Therefore in our algorithm the FRR and 

FAR value are decreased. 
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